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First principles insights into the relative stability,
electronic and catalytic properties of core–shell,
Janus and mixed structural patterns for bimetallic
Pd–X nano-alloys (X = Co, Ni, Cu, Rh, Ag,
Ir, Pt, Au)†‡

Soumendu Datta, * Aishwaryo Ghosh and Tanusri Saha-Dasgupta

The three well-known orderings of the two constituting atomic species in a bimetallic nano-alloy –

core–shell, Janus and mixed structural patterns – may be interconvertible depending on the synthesis

conditions. Using first principles electronic structure calculations in the present work, we look for the

microscopic origin for such structural transformation considering eight Pd-related bimetallic nano-

alloys. Our analysis shows that it is the change in atom–atom covalency that is responsible for such

structural transformation. Our study also reveals that the three patterns are distinctly identified in terms

of total orbital hybridization. Finally, we have analyzed the trend in the relative catalytic activity for the

three structures of each bimetallic nano-alloy using the d-band model. Our analysis indicates that the

trend in the catalytic activity for the bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloys seems to be intermediate to those of

the pristine Pd and Pt nano-clusters possessing similar structure and equal number of total atoms.

Among the studied binary nano-alloys, the bimetallic Pd–Ni nano-alloy appears as the most suitable

binary pair to develop a non-Pt catalyst.

1 Introduction

Compared to elemental nano-particles, multi-elemental nano-
alloys are promising functional materials due to their superior
practical uses in diverse areas, such as catalysis,1 optics,2

sensing,3 advanced bio-medicine,4 magnetic storage,5 which
are basically driven by the synergism of their size, composition
and chemical ordering-dependent properties.6,7 Depending on
the ordering of the two species of atoms, the overall structure of
a bimetallic nano-particle can be broadly classified into three
main structural patterns – core–shell, Janus and mixed
patterns.6 In a binary core–shell nano-alloy, a core of one
species of atoms is covered by a shell of another elemental
atom. In a Janus structure, two sub-clusters of the atoms from
either elemental species are sandwiched side-by-side. Likewise,
the atoms of two different species are intermixed throughout
the structure of a mixed bimetallic nano-alloy. For a bimetallic
nano-alloy, the preference to form either of the three structural

patterns out of the atoms from the two constituting metallic
species is primarily driven by several factors characterizing the
two elemental species – notably atomic size-mismatch between
the two species of atoms, difference of their bulk cohesive
energies/surface energies, coordination difference in their bulk
crystal structure, bulk miscibility and magnetism.6,8,9 For a
core–shell bimetallic nano-alloy, more control over the ordering
of the two species of atoms in the core and shell regions could
also be achieved experimentally under kinetically and thermo-
dynamically controlled reaction conditions.10

On the other hand, it is interesting to note that the three
structural patterns for a bimetallic nano-alloy of a fixed com-
position may also be interconvertible depending on some
factors, especially between the core–shell and Janus structural
patterns. Several studies have been carried out in the past to
understand such structural inter-conversion. The main driving
factors reported so far include – I. competition between bulk-
like chemical interactions, surface segregation, and strain-
driven segregation;11 II. the interplay of core size, shell thick-
ness, asymmetric core position, and large difference of surface
energies between the two constituting elements;12,13 III. size
and chemical composition of the nano-alloy system;13,14 IV.
synthesis conditions such as temperature and presence of a
support;6 V. competition between the energetic and
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configurational entropic contributions.15 This prompted us to
identify some relevant microscopic properties whose change is
in synchronization with the simultaneous change in the relative
stability among the three structures for a bimetallic nano-alloy
of fixed composition.

Pd is a Pt-group metal and Pd-based bimetallic nano-alloys
are promising due to increasing demand for developing stable
non-Pt electro-catalysts that have comparable catalytic perfor-
mance due to the low abundance and high cost of Pt. In this
regard, Pd-based alloys are particularly preferred due to their
similar electronic structure, comparable performance, better
methanol tolerance, more resistance towards CO-poising and
above all the lower cost of Pd than Pt.16 Alloying of Pd with 3d,
4d and 5d transition metal elements has received particular
research attention to enhance the catalytic activity pertaining to
different kinds of fuel cells.17–19 In the present work, we
focus on eight Pd-based bimetallic nano-alloys, namely three
bimetallic Pd-3d nano-alloys – Pd–Co, Pd–Ni and Pd–Cu; two
bimetallic Pd-4d nano-alloys – Pd–Rh and Pd–Ag; and three
bimetallic Pd-5d nano-alloys – Pd–Ir, Pd–Pt and Pd–Au. It
should be noted that the eight alloying elements encompass
magnetic elements – Co and Ni; catalytic elements – Rh, Ir and
Pt; and plasmonic elements – Cu, Ag and Au.

To prepare the three structural configurations containing a
fixed number of total atoms and the same composition, we
started from a large 147-atom sized icosahedral structure of a
pristine Pd147 cluster and constructed the three initial struc-
tural patterns considering two compositions – Pd55X92 (i.e. Pd-
poor) and Pd92X55 (i.e. Pd-rich) for each bimetallic Pd–X nano-
alloy, where ‘‘X’’ indicates each of the remaining eight ele-
ments. Though the physical properties of a nano-system are
size and shape dependent,20 our choice of an atomic shell
structured icosahedron as the overall host structure is moti-
vated by its high stability for the noble metal elemental nano-
particles.21 Moreover, it is rather easy to construct the three
structural patterns with the same composition, out of an
icosahedron. Then, we optimized the three structures for each
bimetallic nano-alloy. Considering the optimized structures, we
have studied the relative stability among the three structural
patterns for each bimetallic nano-alloy of either composition.
Subsequently, we have analyzed the structural and electronic
properties of the three patterns using first principles density
functional theory (DFT) calculations and their variations along
the bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy series. Our analysis of Crystal
Orbital Hamiltonian Populations22 indicates that the relative
stability is mainly governed by the change in atom–atom
covalency from one structural pattern to another for each
bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy of fixed composition. We note that
the three patterns are also distinctly identified in terms of an
orbital hybridization index. Finally, we have analyzed the trend
in catalytic activity using the d-band model23 for the three
structures of each bimetallic nano-alloy. Our analysis of the
occupied d-band center’s position indicates that the catalytic
activity for most of the studied bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloys
would lie in-between that of a pristine Pt147 and Pd147

cluster in either composition limit, except for the Pd-poor

Pd–Ag nano-alloy. The overall analysis of both the relative
stability and catalytic properties implies that the bimetallic
Pd–Ni nano-alloy would be the most suitable candidate to
design a non-Pt catalyst – particularly its Janus and mixed
structures for the Pd-poor composition and the core–shell
structure for the Pd-rich composition (with the Pd atoms at
the surface). To cross-check the size effects within the motif of
an atomic shell structured icosahedron, we have carried out
additional calculations for a 55 atom sized bimetallic PdNi nano-
alloy considering its two compositions, i.e. Pd13Ni42 (Pd-poor) and
Pd42Ni13 (Pd-rich) nano-alloys, which confirm the trend observed
for the 147 atom-sized binary Pd–X nano-alloys. Finally, we have
confirmed the predicted trend of catalytic activity for the three
structures of the bimetallic Pd–Ni nano-alloy relative to that of the
pristine Pd147 cluster, by rigorous analysis of the absorption reac-
tion with a CO molecule on their surface.

2 Construction of three structural
patterns and computational details

It should be noted that the icosahedron-like concentric cell
structure has been predicted previously as the ground state
geometry for larger sized pristine Pd nano-clusters.24 An icosa-
hedron of 147 atoms forms a third closed shell icosahedron
with 55-atoms in the core and 92-atoms at the outer shell.
Therefore, an initial core–shell structural pattern for a bime-
tallic X55Pd92 nano-alloy can be easily constructed from the
pristine Pd147 cluster by replacing its 55 core atoms with the
X elemental atoms. Likewise, an initial structure of Janus
pattern for a bimetallic X55Pd92 nano-alloy is prepared by
replacing a hemispherical fraction of Pd55 from one side, by
55 atoms of the X element, so that the X55 and Pd92 fractions are
sandwiched side-by-side. Finally, the initial structure of a mixed
pattern for a bimetallic X55Pd92 nano-alloy is formed by random
mixing of the 55 X atoms with 92 atoms of Pd throughout the
whole structure. Fig. 1 shows the initial structural pattern for a
core–shell, Janus and mixed bimetallic nano-alloy with X55Pd92

composition. On the other hand, the initial structural patterns
for the core–shell, Janus and mixed structures of a bimetallic
Pd55X92 nano-alloy are obtained from those of the X55Pd92

nano-alloy by interchanging between the X atoms and Pd
atoms. We have additionally considered 55 atom-sized bime-
tallic Ni–Pd clusters to cross-check the cluster-size effect.

Fig. 1 Initial structural patterns of core–shell, Janus and mixed config-
urations of a bimetallic Pd92X55 nano-cluster having an overall icosahedral
structure containing 147 atoms. The green balls correspond to Pd-atoms
and red balls represent atoms of an X element.
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The calculations reported in this study were based on
DFT within the framework of the pseudo-potential plane wave
method, as implemented in the Vienna ab initio Simulation
Package (VASP).25 We used the Projected Augmented Wave
(PAW) pseudo-potential26,27 coupled with the generalized gra-
dient approximation (GGA) to the exchange correlation energy
functional as formulated by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof
(PBE).28 The 3d as well as 4s electrons for atoms of Co, Ni
and Cu; 5s as well as 4d electrons for atoms of Rh, Pd and Ag;
and the 6s and 5d electrons for the atoms of Ir, Pt and Au were
treated as the valence electrons. The wave functions were
expanded in the plane wave basis set with the kinetic energy
cut-off of 300 eV. For the cluster calculations, a simple cubic
super-cell with each side of 28 Å was used with the periodic
boundary conditions, where two neighboring clusters were kept
separated by around 12 Å vacuum space. The large cell-size
essentially makes the interaction between cluster images neg-
ligible. Reciprocal space integrations were carried out at the
G point. All structures were optimized using the conjugate
gradient and the quasi-Newtonian methods until all the force
components were less than a threshold value of 0.001 eV Å�1.
The convergence of the energies with respect to the cut-off as
well as the k-mesh values were checked. Due to the presence of
heavy 4d and 5d atoms, non-collinear DFT calculations includ-
ing spin–orbit interactions were performed for all calculations.

3 Results and discussion

The major relevant properties of the constituting elements,
which influence the formation of binary nano-alloys, are atomic
radius, bulk cohesive energy and surface energy, and electro-
negativity. Table 1 contains the values of these quantities
for the constituent species. It is seen from Table 1 that the
cohesive energy and surface energy of Cu, Ag and Au are lower
with respect to the corresponding values of Pd, while the other
elements have higher cohesive energy and surface energy.
Furthermore, Ir (Cu) possesses the biggest (smallest) atomic
radius and Au (Co) is associated with the most (least) electro-
negativity. Ir (Ag) also possesses the highest (smallest) cohesive
energy and surface energy. In the following, we have analyzed
the optimized structures and the trend in relative stability,

electronic and catalytic properties among the three structural
patterns for each bimetallic nano-alloy.

3.1 Optimized structures

Upon structural optimization for the three structures of every
bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy, the overall icosahedral structural
pattern remains intact for each structural pattern. However, the
effective cluster sizes exhibit some variation along the Pd–X
series. We define cluster size as the average distance between
the cluster center and the outermost surface atoms. Details of
our estimated cluster size for the Pd–X clusters with their
respective optimized structure are given in the ESI.‡ Fig. 2
shows the plot of our estimated cluster size of the three
morphologies for each binary nano-cluster in both the compo-
sition limits. First, starting from an unoptimized cluster size of
0.703 nm (the same as the cluster size for the optimized
pristine Pd147 cluster), it is seen that the optimized cluster
sizes for the binary Pd–X clusters vary within a range of 0.66–
0.73 nm. The overall trend of variation remains almost similar
for both the compositions. As expected, the size for the Pd–Ni
or Pd–Co cluster with their Pd-poor composition remains
smaller due to their smaller atomic size. Then, the cluster size
shows an increasing trend with the increasing atomic number
of the X element. It is to be noted that the cluster size peaks for
the binary Pd–Ag clusters. This could result from the smaller
atom–atom interaction due to the presence of a filled 4d
valence orbital of the Ag atom. Interestingly, we note that the
variation of cluster size is qualitatively understandable from the
variation of orbital hybridization as discussed in Section 3.3.

In a bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy, there are three types of
nearest neighbor (NN) bonds-Pd–Pd, Pd–X and X–X. The

Table 1 Atomic radius (r), bulk cohesive energy (Ec), surface energy (S)
and electro-negativity (w) of the constituent elementsa

Element r (Å) Ec (eV per atom) S (J m�2) w (Pauli scale)

Co 1.52 4.39 2.55 1.88
Ni 1.49 4.44 2.38 1.91
Cu 1.45 3.49 1.79 1.9
Rh 1.73 5.75 2.70 2.28
Pd 1.69 3.89 2.05 2.20
Ag 1.65 2.95 1.25 1.93
Ir 1.80 6.94 3.00 2.20
Pt 1.77 5.84 2.475 2.28
Au 1.74 3.81 1.50 2.54

a CRC Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, ed. D. R. Lide, CRC Press,
Boca Raton, Florida, 84th edn, 2003.

Fig. 2 Plot of the estimated cluster size of the optimized structures for
the three morphologies of each Pd–X nano-alloy in both compositions.
The black colored circles, red colored squares and green colored triangles
represent the data for the core–shell (CS), Janus (J) and Mixed (M)
morphologies, respectively, for each Pd–X nano-alloy. The horizontal
dashed line represents our estimated size of the pristine Pd147 cluster.
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number of a similar type of NN bonds for each structural
pattern along the Pd–X nanoalloys within a fixed composition
also remains approximately the same with varying X element.
The plot of the overall percentage for the total number of X–X,
Pd–X and Pd–Pd NN bonds with respect to the overall total NN
bonds associated with each of the three structures constructed
out of a 147 atom icosahedron is shown in Fig. 3 for either
composition. Interestingly, we note that the three structural
patterns are characterized by the dominance or deficiency of a
specific type of NN bond. For the Pd55X92, i.e. Pd-poor nano-
alloys, it is seen that:
� the optimized core–shell structure involves the most

number of Pd–X NN bonds and the least number of X–X
NN bonds,
� the optimized Janus structure involves the most number of

X–X NN bonds and the least number of Pd–X NN bonds,
� the optimized mixed structure involves the most number

of Pd–X NN bonds and the least number of Pd–Pd NN bonds
On the other hand, the sequence of NN bond types for the

Pd92X55, i.e. Pd-rich nano-alloys, is
� the optimized core–shell structure involves the most

number of Pd–X NN bonds and the least number of Pd–Pd
NN bonds,
� the optimized Janus structure involves the most number of

Pd–Pd NN bonds and the least number of Pd–X NN bonds,
� the optimized mixed structure involves the most number

of Pd–X NN bonds and the least number of X–X NN bonds
For a bimetallic Pd55X92 or Pd92X55 nano-alloy, the NN bond-

length for each of the three types of NN bonds is also different
in the optimized structures of the three patterns. Fig. 4 shows
the variation of only hPd�Pdi NN bond-length (‘‘h–i’’ indicates
averaged value) for the three optimized structures of each Pd–X
nano-alloy to compare it with that of the pristine Pd147 nano-
cluster. It is seen that the hPd�Pdi NN bond-length for the
Janus structures, especially for the Pd-rich composition, is less
affected with respect to the hPd�Pdi NN bond-length of the
pristine Pd147 nano-cluster. For the other two structural pat-
terns, it shows considerable variation for each Pd–X alloy in

either composition. For example, in the case of alloying of Pd
with the 3d element, for the Pd-poor composition, the hPd�Pdi
NN bond-length is reduced (compared to that of the pristine
Pd147 nano-cluster) for the optimized mixed structure and the
reduction is the most for the optimized mixed structure of the
Pd55Ni92 nano-alloy. In the case of the Pd-rich composition of
the Pd-3d nano-alloys, both the optimized core–shell and mixed
structures have lower hPd�Pdi NN bond-length and the
reduction is comparatively more for the core–shell structure.
In the case of alloying of Pd with the plasmonic elements like
Ag and Au, it is seen that the hPd�Pdi NN bond-length for both
compositions has increased for the optimized core–shell and
mixed structures and the enhancement is the most for the
core–shell structure of the Au55Pd92 nano-alloy. However, the
core–shell structure for the bimetallic Au55Pd92 nano-alloy with
the Au-atoms at the core is not a stable structure as will be seen
in the subsequent section.

3.2 Trend in relative stability

To analyze the relative stability among the three structures of a
binary Pd–X nano-alloy with a fixed composition, we have
calculated the total energy difference (DE) for the optimized
Janus/mixed structure with respect to the optimized core–shell
structure, i.e. DE = Ejanus/mixed � Ecore�shell; E being the DFT
calculated total energy for the optimized geometry. A +ve DE
means that the optimized core–shell structure with that chosen
ordering for the two species of atoms is more stable, and �ve
DE means that the optimized core–shell structure with such
ordering, has lower stability than that of the optimized Janus/
mixed structure. Therefore, if DE is +ve for both the optimized
Janus and mixed structures, then the core–shell structure of

Fig. 3 Bar plot for the overall percentage of the number of X–X, Pd–X
and Pd–Pd nearest neighbor dimers in the optimized Janus, core–shell
and Mixed structures for each bimetallic Pd55X92 and Pd92X55 cluster.

Fig. 4 Bar plot of average Pd–Pd nearest neighbor bond-lengths in the
optimized Janus (J), core–shell (CS) and Mixed (M) structures for each
bimetallic Pd55X92 (top panel) and Pd92X55 cluster (bottom panel). The
corresponding value for the pristine Pd147 cluster is indicated by the
horizontal dashed line.
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that composition with that chosen ordering of the two atomic
species, is the most stable structure for that binary nano-alloy.
On the other hand, if DE is �ve for both the optimized Janus
and mixed structures, then the core–shell structure of that
composition and ordering, will be the least stable. Fig. 5 shows
the plot of our calculated DE for both the compositions of each
bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy. It is seen that Pd-rich binary Pd–Co,
Pd–Ni, Pd–Cu and Pd–Pt nano-alloys have a similar trend in the
relative stability with respect to the order of preference among
the three structural patterns, which is core–shell (Pd–shell) 4
mixed 4 Janus. Likewise, the order of the relative stability
among the three structural patterns in case of the Pd-rich Pd–
Rh and Pd–Ir nano-alloys is core–shell (Pd–shell) 4 Janus 4
mixed and that for the Pd-rich binary Pd–Ag and Pd–Au nano-
alloys is Janus 4 mixed 4 core–shell (Pd–shell). Inversion of
the composition affects the order of the relative stability among
the three optimized structural patterns as seen for most of the
Pd-poor binary nano-alloys. It is seen from Fig. 5 that the order
of the relative stability for the Pd-poor bimetallic Pd–Co, Pd–Ni,
Pd–Rh and Pd–Ir nanoalloys is similar to Janus 4 mixed 4
core–shell (Pd–core); for the Pd-poor bimetallic Pd–Cu and Pd–
Pt nano-alloys, it is similar to mixed 4 Janus 4 core–shell (Pd–
core); for the Pd-poor Pd–Ag and Pd–Au nano-alloys, the order
of relative stability is core–shell (Pd–core) 4 mixed 4 Janus.
For further analysis of the relative stability among the three

structural patterns for each binary Pd–X nano-cluster of fixed
composition, we have also calculated their formation
energies,29,30 as given in Section S2 of the ESI.‡ According to
our formulation, a negative formation energy implies a mixing
trend between the two species of constituting atoms, while its
positive value implies a segregated trend. This analysis shows
that the formation energy for each bimetallic Pd–X cluster is
most negative for the most stable of the three structures. Our
next analysis aims to understand this observed trend in the
relative stability in terms of elemental, atomic and electronic
properties of the binary nano-alloys.

3.2.1 Understanding from elemental and atomic proper-
ties. In order to understand the trend in the relative stability,
we have first analyzed the variation of the surface energies
among the three structures for each bimetallic nano-alloy
studied in the present work. Surface energy is the excess energy
of the nano-particle surface with respect to its bulk. We have
formulated the surface energy per atom31 for a bimetallic AmBn

nano-alloy as EsurðAmBnÞ ¼
EðAmBnÞ �meA � neB

Ns
, where

E(AmBn) is the total energy of the binary AmBn nano-alloy and
eA and eB are the bulk cohesive energies per atom of the A and B
elements, respectively; Ns is the total number of surface atoms
in the optimized structure. As we are dealing with icosahedral
symmetry-based structures containing an equal number of
surface atoms for each of the three structures in every binary
nano-cluster studied in this work, the division by Ns is, there-
fore, immaterial in the present work. Regarding the effects of
surface energy contribution on the relative stability, a higher
surface energy usually corresponds to a lower stability and vice
versa. Our calculated surface energy for the three structures of
each bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy is shown in Fig. 6. The order of
energetic stability among the three structures is also mentioned

Fig. 5 Bar plot of total energy difference for the optimized Janus and
Mixed structures with respect to the optimized core–shell structural
pattern for each of the Pd55X92 clusters (represented by patterned bars)
and Pd92X55 clusters (represented by filled bars). The energy of the
optimized core–shell structure is set at zero energy as represented by
the horizontal red line passing through zero. The panels in the top, middle
and bottom rows correspond to the binary Pd-3d, Pd-4d and Pd-5d
clusters, respectively.

Fig. 6 Bar plot of surface energy for the three structures of each bime-
tallic Pd–X nano-alloy for both the Pd-poor (top panel) and Pd-rich
(bottom panel) compositions. As the number of surface atoms is the same
for each system, we have considered here the total surface energy. The
surface energy for the pristine Pd147 cluster is marked with the horizontal
dashed line. For each bimetallic nano-alloy, the order of energetic stability
is also mentioned by a # symbol.
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in Fig. 6 for each binary Pd–X nano-alloy for comparison
purposes. It is seen that the structure of the highest stability
is associated with the least surface energy for most of the
bimetallic nano-alloys in either composition. It should also
be noted from Fig. 6 that the magnitude of the surface energy
for the bimetallic Pd–Ag and Pd–Au nano-alloys is much
smaller, especially for their Pd-poor composition, compared
to that of the other bimetallic nano-alloys. This is in accordance
with a known fact that Ag and Au atoms tend to segregate
mostly at the surface in the case of the Ag or Au-related
bimetallic nano-alloys.32

In order to clarify the importance of two factors for a
bimetallic Pd–X nanoalloy, namely the difference between the
two constituting elemental species of their atomic radii (i.e.
Dr = r(X) � r(Pd)) and bulk cohesive energies (i.e. DEc = Ec(X) �
Ec(Pd)), Fig. 7(a) displays the color-coded plot of the most stable
structure for each bimetallic nano-alloy of either composition
and Fig. 7(b) represents the color-coded plot of the values for
the Dr and DEc of the corresponding (X,Pd) pair. In the case of
either plot, each box except for the central box represents a
binary Pd–X nano-alloy. Furthermore, each box is divided into
two triangular parts which represent two different entities.
In the case of Fig. 7(a), the lower-left triangle and the upper
right-triangle of each box represent the stable structure for the
Pd-poor and Pd-rich compositions, respectively, of a bimetallic

Pd–X nano-alloy. In the case of Fig. 7(b), each box represents
the same Pd–X pair as that of Fig. 7(a). However, it is important
to note that the lower-left triangle and upper right triangle now
represent the values of DEc and Dr, respectively, for the corres-
ponding pair. It is seen from Fig. 7(b) that the binary 3d-Pd
pairs have large �ve Dr and this is the main driving factor to
decide the stable structure – in the Pd-rich composition, the
core–shell structure with larger sized Pd-atoms in the shell
acquired the most stability, while in the Pd-poor composition, a
core–shell structure with the Pd-atoms in the shell is not
allowed to form with our chosen composition in the icosahe-
dral structure. Rather, the relative stability is mostly decided by
DEc for the Pd-poor composition. Large DEc favors the Janus
structure for the Pd-poor Pd–Co and Pd–Ni nano-alloys, while
small DEc favors a mixed structure for the Pd-poor Pd–Cu nano-
alloy. For the Rh–Pd, Ir–Pd and Pt–Pd pairs, there is competi-
tion between DEc and Dr as both are +ve. For Pd–Ir and Pd–Rh
pairs, DEc dominates, which favors the core–shell structure
with Pd-atoms at the surface for the Pd-rich composition and
favors the Janus structure for the Pd-poor composition. For the
Pd-rich Pd–Pt nano-alloy, DEc wins and stabilizes the core–shell
structure with Pd-atoms at the surface. For the Pd-poor Pd–Pt
combination, the situation becomes frustrated and the mixed
structure gets stabilized. On the other hand, in the case of the
Pd-poor Pd–Ag, Pd–Au nano-alloys, the relative stability is
dominated by surface segregation of Ag/Au due to their lower
surface energy as seen above. Here, the term ‘‘surface segrega-
tion’’ implies that the element between the two constituting
species, possessing lower surface energy, tends to segregate at
the surface of the nano-alloy.

3.2.2 Understanding from electronic properties. Further
qualitative understanding about the relative stability could be
perceived by comparing the relative bond strength and the
number of three types of NN dimers present in the three
structures of a bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy for a fixed composi-
tion. Regarding the relative strength of the homo-atomic
dimers for different elements, the experimental results of
dimer binding energies indicate their order of strength as Ir2

(3.50 eV)33 4 Co2 (3.44 eV)34 4 Pt2 (3.14 eV)35 4 Rh2 (2.77 eV)36

4 Au2 (2.29 eV)37 4 Cu2 (2.08 eV)38 4 Ni2 (2.06 eV)39 4 Ag2

(1.66 eV)40 4 Pd2 (1.03 eV).41 This implies that the Ir–Ir dimer
has the strongest binding and the Pd–Pd dimer has the least
binding strength. As the Pd–Pd dimer is the weakest homo-
atomic dimer, the order of relative bond strength for the three
types of dimers in a bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy is expected to be
mostly X–X 4 Pd–X 4 Pd–Pd. On the other hand, the number
of the three types of NN dimers depends on both the structural
pattern and composition. It is seen from Fig. 3 that the order of
the number of X–X NN dimers (NX�X), Pd–X NN dimers (NPd�X)
and Pd–Pd NN dimers (NPd�Pd) in the three structures of a
bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy, varies as given below.

For the bimetallic Pd55X92 (i.e. Pd-poor) nano-alloys, it is
seen that:
� NJ

X�X 4 NM
X�X 4 NC�S

X�X

� NM
X�Pd 4 NC�S

Pd�X 4 NJ
Pd�X

� NC�S
Pd�Pd 4 NJ

Pd�Pd 4 NM
Pd�Pd

Fig. 7 Color coded plots of (a) the most stable structure for each
bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy of either composition – the lower triangle of
each box corresponds to the Pd-poor composition and the upper triangle
corresponds to its Pd-rich counterpart, and (b) the difference of atomic
radii (Dr = rX � rPd) and bulk cohesive energies (DEc = Ec(X) � Ec(Pd))
between the two constituent elemental species of each Pd–X binary alloy.
Each box in either plot represents a binary Pd–X system. Only the ‘‘X’’
element is mentioned in each box of the top figure.
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For the bimetallic Pd92X55 (i.e. Pd-rich) nano-alloys, it is
seen that:
� NC�S

X�X 4 NJ
X�X 4 NM

X�X

� NM
X�Pd 4 NC�S

Pd�X 4 NJ
Pd�X

� NJ
Pd�Pd 4 NM

Pd�Pd 4 NC�S
Pd�Pd

We note that the relative bond strength and the relative
number of various types of dimers in a binary nano-alloy can
give a qualitative understanding about the trend in the calcu-
lated relative stability among the three structural patterns for
that nano-alloy system. For example, consider the case of
the bimetallic Pd–Co nano-alloy for which the order of bond
strength for the three types of NN dimers is Co–Co 4 Pd–Co 4
Pd–Pd. In the case of the Pd-poor bimetallic Pd–Co nano-alloy,
the order of dominance for the number of strongest Co–Co NN
bonds in the three structures is NJ

Co�Co 4 NM
Co�Co 4 NCS

Co�Co.
Interestingly, the order of relative stability follows the same
trend, i.e. J 4 M 4 C–S for the Pd-poor Pd–Co nano-alloy. On
the other hand, for the Pd-rich binary Pd–Co nano-alloy, we
find that the total number of Pd–Co and Co–Co NN bonds in
the three structures varies as NC�S

(Co�Co)+(Pd�Co) 4 NM
(Co�Co)+(Pd�Co) 4

NJ
(Co�Co)+(Pd�Co). Again, the trend in the relative stability for the

Pd-rich Pd–Co nano-alloy is C–S 4 M 4 J. We figure out such
similarity for all the bimetallic nano-alloys of either composi-
tion, in the trend of variation between the order of relative
stability and the order of dominance for a combination of some
specific types of NN dimers. Does this similarity in the variation
of the two quantities among the three structural patterns
indicate some sort of relation between the relative stability
and NN bond strength?

In order to investigate the change of atom–atom co-valency
among the three structural patterns upon alloying of Pd nano-
cluster with the atoms of different elements, we have analyzed
the Integrated Crystal Orbital Hamiltonian Population
(ICOHP)22 for the three structures of each bimetallic nano-
alloy. COHP is the hopping-weighted density of states between
two adjacent atoms and its negative value indicates bonding
interactions. ICOHP is the energy integration of all COHP up to

the energy of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO)
and it measures the strength of covalency for the bonds. We
have calculated ICOHP averaging over all the NN interactions
for each bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy including the pristine Pd147

cluster. Our calculated ICOHP for the optimized structure of
three patterns is shown in Fig. 8 as a function of electron energy
for every bimetallic nano-alloy of both compositions. The plots
are obtained by averaging the ICOHP values over both the spin
channels for every nano-alloy. It is seen from the plot of ICOHP
that the structure corresponding to the highest stability is
mostly associated with the enhanced covalency (i.e. more �ve
ICOHP) throughout the bonding region. To compare the
values of ICOHP at the Fermi energy among the three structures
for every bimetallic nano-alloy, we have calculated the differ-
ence of ICOHP for the optimized Janus/mixed structure
with respect to the ICOHP for the optimized core–shell struc-
ture of the same system, i.e. DICOHP = ICOHP(Janus/mixed) �
ICOHP(core�shell). A +ve DICOHP means that the optimized
core–shell structure with our chosen ordering for the two
species of atoms possesses enhanced covalency, and �ve
DICOHP means that the optimized core–shell structure with
such ordering, has lower covalency than that of the optimized
Janus/mixed structure. It is to be noted that the formulation of
DICOHP and the interpretation of its sign have similarities with
those of DE as defined in Section 3.2. Fig. 8 also shows the plot
of our calculated DICOHP for all the Pd-poor (patterned bars)
and Pd-rich (filled bars) nano-alloys. From the plot of DICOHP,
it is interesting to note that the DICOHP for each bimetallic
nano-alloyed cluster exhibits a similar trend of variation as seen
in the variation of DE in Fig. 5. It, therefore, clearly indicates a
one-to-one correspondence between the relative stability and a
change of atom–atom covalency among the three structures.
That is, a change in the relative stability among the three
structures is intrinsically driven by the change of the atom–
atom covalency. The more stable structure is associated with a
higher atom–atom covalency and it is the smallest for the least
stable structure.

Fig. 8 Plot of ICOHP for the optimized core–shell, Janus and Mixed structures for each bimetallic Pd55X92 cluster (left box) and Pd92X55 cluster (middle
box). In the ICOHP plots, the Fermi energy of the corresponding binary nano-cluster is fixed at zero energy as indicated by a vertical dashed line. The right
box shows the plot of the difference of ICOHP (i.e. DICOHP) values at the Fermi energy for the optimized Janus and Mixed structures with respect to that
of their core–shell structure. The ICOHP of the optimized core–shell structure is set at zero value as represented by the horizontal red line passing
through zero. The left, middle and right panels in this box correspond to the binary Pd-3d, Pd-4d and Pd-5d clusters, respectively.
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3.3 Microscopic characterization of the three morphologies

To characterize the three structural patterns for a bimetallic
nano-alloy, one well-known quantity is the radial distribution
function (RDF). The RDF for a bimetallic nano-structure is
defined as the number of atoms NA,B(r) of species A or B in a
shell at a distance between r and r + Dr from the center of the

cluster42 i.e. rA;BðrÞ ¼
NA;BðrÞ
4pr2Dr

. In the case of core–shell/Janus

binary A–B nano-structures, the first peaks in the plots of rA

and rB are well separated by a radial distance. In other words,
the probability distribution for bimetallic core–shell/Janus
nanoparticles exhibits bimodal distributions, while bimetallic
alloyed nano-particles display narrow size distributions in the
plot of RDF.43 Furthermore, the ordering of the two elemental
species in the core–shell structure could be perceived by
analyzing the segregation energy.44 Likewise, a mixed structure
is usually characterized by enhanced mixing energy and hetero-
atomic bonds.6,45 It is, therefore, seen that the core–shell and
Janus structural patterns of a bimetallic nano-alloy are not
distinctly identified in terms of RDF or mixing energy. In this
context, we find that the ‘‘Orbital Hybridization Index’’ could
be a useful microscopic quantity that captures a clear distinc-
tion among the three structural patterns. As the constituting
atomic species have nearly filled valence orbitals, then it is
expected that the systems are associated with a large orbital
hybridization. To quantify the total orbital hybridization, we
have calculated the orbital hybridization index,45–47 defined as

hkl ¼
P147

I¼1

Pocc

i¼1
w
ðIÞ
i;k w

ðIÞ
i;l ; where k and l correspond to the orbital

indices – s, p and d, and wI
i,k (wI

i,l) is the projection of i-th Kohn–
Sham orbital onto the k (l) spherical harmonic centered at atom
I, integrated over a sphere of specified radius. The spin index is
implicit in the summation.

Fig. 9 shows the plot of total hybridization index (hsd + hpd +
hsp) for each of the Pd55X92 (left) and Pd92X55 (right) clusters.
The value of the total orbital hybridization index for the pristine

Pd147 cluster is also marked with the dashed line for compar-
ison with those of the bimetallic nano-alloys. It is seen that the
total hybridization for each of the three structures for every
bimetallic nano-alloy has enhanced in either composition
compared to that of the pristine Pd147 cluster, due to the
increase of itinerant electrons in the bimetallic nano-alloys.
The enhancement of the total hybridization is the most for the
bimetallic Pd–Ir nano-alloy due to the presence of more itiner-
ant valence d-electrons of Ir, which results in more p–d and s–d
hybridizations, and thereby the total hybridization. On the
other hand, the enhancement of orbital hybridization for the
Pd–Ag nano-alloy is the least due to reduced itinerancy of the
valence d-electrons of Ag. It is seen that the variation of total
hybridization index in Fig. 9 is well correlated with the variation
of cluster size in Fig. 2 in the sense that a lower hybridization
results a higher cluster size and vice versa. The interesting point
to note from the plot of the total hybridization index within a
fixed composition is that the optimized Janus structure for
most of the studied bimetallic nano-alloys possesses relatively
higher value compared to that of the optimized core–shell and
mixed structures for the respective system. In addition, the
optimized core–shell structure has the least total orbital hybri-
dization index, while the optimized mixed structure has inter-
mediate total orbital hybridization for each bimetallic cluster.
The three structural patterns for a bimetallic nano-alloy, there-
fore, possess a clear trend in the variation of total orbital
hybridization index – most for Janus, intermediate for mixed
and least for core–shell patterns.

3.4 Trend in catalytic properties

The catalytic activity of the catalysts for a given reaction
relies on the activation barrier of the rate-determining step or
absorption ability of an intermediate included in the rate-
determining step.48,49 For a catalytic process over a transition
metal, the adsorption energies of different molecules scale
with each other as do the transition state energies and reaction
energies.50–54 This underlying concept is the basis of the d-
band model. Instead of determining the energy of the inter-
mediates and transition states for each catalyst, the celebrated
d-band center model proposed by Hammer and Norskov23 gives
a straight forward way to relate the rate of catalytic activity to
the absorption energy and thereby the electronic structure of
the transition metal catalyst’s surface. Therefore, the position
of the d-band center with respect to the Fermi energy is
regarded as a first order descriptor of the propensity of a
transition metal catalyst to bind to absorbates. According to
this model, the trend in binding of the absorbate on the surface
of the catalyst is an effective indicator about the rate of the
catalytic activity for the catalytic surface. For an efficient
catalytic process, this bond-strength of the absorbate with the
catalytic surface will not be too strong or too weak. This is
due to the fact that if this bonding is very strong, then the
barrier height for the desorption process, i.e. the removal of the
absorbate from the catalytic surface after the reaction is very
high. Likewise, if the bonding is very weak, then the barrier
height for the absorption process is very high which limits the

Fig. 9 Plot of total orbital hybridization index corresponding to the
optimized core–shell (black curve), Janus (red curve) and Mixed (green
curve) structures of each Pd55X92 (left) and Pd92X55 (right) cluster. The
value for the pristine Pd147 cluster is indicated by the horizontal dashed
line.
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overall reaction kinetics too. In fact, this is readily understand-
able as the plot of the catalyst’s activity against the binding
of the absorbate results mostly in a so-called Volcano curve
for efficient catalytic reactions.55 It should be mentioned that
the Volcano plot gives an effective measure for catalytic activity,
which has been extensively used for various heterogeneous
catalytic reactions.56 The d-band center model is a more
fundamental approach to predict catalytic activity as it corre-
lates the absorbate–surface bond strength, i.e. the macroscopic
catalytic performance, with the microscopic electronic struc-
ture of the surface atoms for the transition metal catalysts.
According to this model, an up-shifting of the occupied d-band
center towards the Fermi energy corresponds to a stronger
absorption strength and vice versa. For our binary nano-
alloys, we have calculated the position of the occupied d-band

center as dcenter ¼
Ð EHOMO

0 rE dE
Ð EHOMO

0 rdE
; where r = d-density of states,

E = the d-level energy and rdE = the number of d-states in the

energy interval E and E + dE. Our calculated position for the
occupied d-band center of the three structures for each bime-
tallic nano-alloy, with respect to the respective EHOMO (fixed at
zero), is plotted in Fig. 10. It should be noted here that the
calculated d-band center position is averaged over both the spin
channels. The corresponding values for the pristine Pd147 and
Pt147 clusters are indicated with horizontal dashed lines to
compare them with the d-center positions of the studied
bimetallic nano-alloys. For further clarification, the d-orbital
projected density of states (d-PDOS) for the three structures of
each bimetallic nano-alloy is also shown in the right panel of
Fig. 10 and the occupied d-states for the structure having the
maximum up-shifting of the occupied d-states is marked with
the shaded region.

From our plot of the occupied d-center position in Fig. 10, it
is seen that the positions of the occupied d-band center for
either composition of the bimetallic Pd–Ni nano-alloys, i.e.
Pd55Ni92 and Pd92Ni55 nano-clusters, have up-shifted for each
structure with respect to that of the pristine Pd147 cluster. This

Fig. 10 (left panel) Bar plot for the position of the center of gravity of the occupied d-band with respect to the energy of the highest occupied level. The
corresponding values for the pristine icosahedral Pt147 and Pd147 clusters are marked by dashed horizontal lines for comparison with the other systems.
The calculated value for each structure is averaged over both the spin channels. The most stable structure among the three structural patterns is also
mentioned for each bimetallic nano-alloy of both compositions. The right panel shows the d-PDOS for the three structures for each bimetallic nano-
alloy. The shaded region indicates the occupied d-states for the structure having the most up-shifting of the occupied d-center. In this d-DOS plot, the
Fermi energy is fixed at the energy and the smearing width is fixed at 0.1 eV.
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implies that the bimetallic Pd–Ni nano-alloy will have stronger
interaction with the absorbate. Similar up-shifting is also found
for the mixed structure of the Pd-rich bimetallic Pd–Cu nano-
alloy, i.e. for the Pd92Cu55 cluster. For the rest of the studied
bimetallic nano-alloys, the occupied d-band center positions
fall in-between those of the pristine Pd147 and Pt147 clusters.
Consequently, their catalytic activity is also expected to be
intermediate of those of the pristine Pt147 and Pd147 clusters.
Furthermore, it is clearly seen from Fig. 10 that the difference
in the positions of the occupied d-band center among the three
structures is very small for the bimetallic Pd–Ni and Pd–Pt
nano-alloys in either composition limits. Therefore, it indicates
that the catalytic activity for these systems is not affected much
with the change of their structural patterns. In reality, the
catalytic activity, however, depends mostly on the availability
of the catalytically active sites on the surface. With respect to
the importance of the structural pattern on the catalytic per-
formance, our analysis of d-band center position suggests that:

A. For the Pd-poor composition. I. The core–shell structure
is predicted to have stronger reaction with the absorbate
molecule in the cases of the bimetallic Pd–Cu, Pd–Rh and
Pd–Ir nanoalloys,

II. the Janus structure will have strong absorbate–cluster
interaction in the cases of the bimetallic Pd–Co, Pd–Ni and Pd–
Pt nanoalloys,

III. the mixed structure in the cases of the bimetallic Pd–Ag,
Pd–Au nanoalloys.

Considering the structure which has the most up-shifting of
the occupied d-band center position, among the Pd-poor nano-
alloys, i.e. the X92Pd55 nanoalloys, the predicted up-shifting

order would be X = Ni(J) 4 Cu(C–S) 4 Co(J) 4 Rh(C–S) 4 Pt(J) 4
Au(M) 4 Ir(C–S) 4 Ag(M). Here ‘‘C–S’’ stands for core–shell
structure, ‘‘J’’ for Janus structure and ‘‘M’’ for Mixed structure.

B. For the Pd-rich composition. I. The Janus structure is
predicted to have stronger reaction with the absorbate molecule
in the cases of the bimetallic Pd–Co, Pd–Ni, Pd–Rh, Pd–Ir and
Pd–Pt nanoalloys,

II. the mixed structure in the cases of the bimetallic Pd–Cu,
Pd–Ag and Pd–Au nanoalloys.

Considering the structure which has the most up-shifting of
the occupied d-band center position among the Pd-rich nano-
alloys, i.e. the X55Pd92 nanoalloys, the predicted up-shifting
order would be X = Cu(M) 4 Ni(J) 4 Co(J) 4 Rh(J) 4 Pt(J) 4
Au(M) 4 Ag(M) 4 Ir(J).

The energetically most stable structure for each bimetallic
nano-alloy of either composition is also mentioned in Fig. 10
with the # symbol. In most of the cases, the catalytically active
structure does not correspond to the energetically most stable
structure. This is in accordance with the fact that a non-
equilibrium system is prone to enhanced catalytic activity.57

Moreover, it is seen that the Janus structure appears more
frequently as the catalytically most active structure, which may
result from the presence of a large strained interface between
two species of atoms in the Janus structure.58 According to our
analysis of the occupied d-band center position, the bimetallic
Pd–Ni nano-alloy has the most up-shifting of the occupied d-
center towards its Fermi level for both compositions. For direct
comparison of the trend towards catalytic activity relative to
that of the pristine Pd147 cluster, we performed rigorous
analysis of the absorption of a CO molecule on each structure

Fig. 11 Plot of (left panel) the optimized configurations for CO-absorption on a surface Pd-atom at the atop position of the pristine Pd147 cluster and the
three structures of the Pd92Ni55 cluster; (right panels) our calculated absorption energy for the four systems (top) and the position of the d-band center
with respect to the Fermi energy for the respective absorption site (bottom). In the right panels, the filled symbols correspond to the pristine Pd147 cluster
and the Pd-rich Pd–Ni nano-alloy, the empty symbols correspond to the Pd-poor Pd–Ni nano-alloy.
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of the bimetallic Pd–Ni nano-alloy of either composition. To
simplify our analysis, we consider absorption of a carbon-
monoxide molecule at the atop position on a least coordinated
vertex site: on a surface Pd-site in the case of the pristine Pd147

cluster and the three structures of Pd-rich bimetallic Pd–Ni
cluster, i.e. Pd92Ni55 cluster. In the case of the three structures
of Pd55Ni92 cluster, we consider absorption on a surface Ni-site
at the vertex position. The optimized CO-absorbed structures
are shown in Fig. 11. It should be noted here that previous
works also found that absorption of a CO molecule at the atop
position on a Pd–surface, is energetically more favorable.59

Then, we calculated the absorption energy for the CO-
absorbed systems using the formulation Eabs = E(NimPdnCO)
� E(NimPdn)� E(CO). To understand the trend in the calculated
absorption energy, we have also analyzed the occupied d-band
center position for the absorption site. Our calculated absorp-
tion energy and the position of the occupied d-band center for
the absorption site, are also shown in Fig. 11. First, it should be
mentioned that our calculated absorption energy for the pris-
tine Pd147 cluster [Eabs(Pd147) = 1.79 eV] is comparable with
the previously calculated absorption energy of a CO molecule
on a Pt(111) surface [Eabs(Pt(111)/CO) = 1.64 eV]60 or Pt55 nano-
cluster [Eabs(Pt55CO) = 2.04–2.37 eV] by DFT-PBE calculations.59

From our plot of the calculated absorption energy in Fig. 11, it is
seen that the overall magnitude of the absorption energy for the
Pd-poor Pd–Ni nano-alloy is more than that of the Pd-rich Pd–Ni
nano-alloy. This is due to the fact that the bond-strength of the CO
molecule with a surface Ni atom is more than that with a surface
Pd atom. The right panel of Fig. 11 also shows the position of the
occupied d-band center relative to the Fermi energy for the atom
at the absorption site. Interestingly, the occupied d-band center is
up-shifted more for each structure of Pd-poor bimetallic Pd–Ni
nano-alloy compared to that of the Pd-rich Pd–Ni nano-alloy,
which is consistent with the enhanced absorption trend for the
Pd-poor bimetallic Pd–Ni nano-alloy.

3.5 Exploring size effects

So far, the calculated results as discussed above are based on
the cluster size of 147 atoms. In order to explore the possible
cluster size effects on the studied properties, we have repeated
the analysis of the relative stability in terms of energy differ-
ence, formation energy and surface energy; the trends in the
orbital hybridization and catalytic activity considering a 55-
atom sized icosahedral geometry only for the bimetallic Pd–Ni
nano-alloy. It should be mentioned here that a 55-atom sized
icosahedron is the second closed-shell structure containing
13 atoms inside and 42 atoms on the outermost surface. There-
fore, we focus on the three structural patterns for two composi-
tions – Pd13Ni42 (Pd-poor) and Pd42Ni13 (Pd-rich) nano-alloys. The
calculated results are plotted in Fig. 12. It is seen that the
predicted order of relative stability from the analysis of DE and
formation energy, is J 4 M 4 CS for the Pd13Ni42 cluster and
CS 4 M 4 J for the Pd42Ni13 nano-cluster. In addition, the
observed trend in the relative stability is in accordance with the
variation of their surface energy. Furthermore, the variation of
orbital hybridization among the three structures of the 55-atom

sized binary Pd–Ni nano-cluster also indicates the most total hybri-
dization for the Janus structure and least for the core–shell structure.
Moreover, the position of the occupied d-center with respect to the
Fermi level indicates the same trend of catalytic activity among the
three structures of the 55-atom PdNi nano-alloy as seen for the 147-
atom binary PdNi cluster with either composition limit. Therefore,
this analysis indicates that the cluster size has no significant effect
on the overall trend of variation for the studied properties among the
three structural patterns for the binary Pd–X nano-alloys.

4 Summary and conclusions

Using DFT calculations, we have analyzed the relative structural
stability, electronic and catalytic properties among the core–
shell, Janus and mixed structural patterns for eight bimetallic
Pd–X nano-alloys (X = Co, Ni, Cu, Rh, Ag, Ir, Pt, and Au)

Fig. 12 Plot of total energy difference as defined in Section 3.2, formation
energy as defined in the ESI,‡ surface energy as defined in Section 3.2.1,
orbital hybridization as defined in Section 3.3 and position of the d-band
center as defined in Section 3.4 for the optimized core–shell, Janus and
Mixed structures of the 55-atom sized bimetallic Pd–Ni cluster in both
compositions, i.e. Pd13Ni42 (left panel) and Pd42Ni13 clusters (right panel).
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considering two compositions – a Pd-poor and a Pd-rich
compositions. It is seen that the relative stability depends on
the composition and the type of ‘‘X’’ element. The driving
factors to determine the relative stability are found to be: the
atomic-radius difference of the two constituting elemental
species in the cases of Pd-3d pairs; competition of the differ-
ences in their atomic radii and also in their bulk cohesive
energies for the bimetallic Pd–Rh, Pd–Ir and Pd–Pt pairs; and
difference of surface energies in the case of Pd–Ag and Pd–Au
pairs. Our analysis of Integrated Crystal Orbital Hamiltonian
Population indicates that the relative structural stability among
the three patterns is intrinsically governed by the change of
atom–atom covalency – a more stable structure is associated
with higher atom–atom covalency and it is smaller for the least
stable structure. Furthermore, the three structures of each
bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloy can be distinctly identified in terms
of an orbital hybridization index – our analysis of total orbital
hybridization index, shows that the Janus, mixed and core–
shell structures are associated with the highest, intermediate
and least total orbital hybridization, respectively. The trend in
the catalytic activity for the bimetallic Pd–X nano-alloys is
predicted by analyzing the shifting of the occupied d-band
center position. We find that most of the Pd–X nano-alloys
are expected to have catalytic activity in-between those of
pristine Pt and Pd clusters of the same size. Among the three
structures, the catalytically most active structure for the Pd–X
nano-alloys is mostly different from the energetically most
stable structure. The bimetallic Pd–Ni nano-alloy exhibits the
most up-shifting of the occupied d-band center position,
thereby implying stronger interaction with an absorbate mole-
cule. Our analysis of absorption reaction for a CO molecule on a
Pd–Ni cluster exhibits a similar trend of variation for the
absorption energy as predicted from the analysis of the occu-
pied d-band center shifting. To verify the cluster size effect on
the studied properties, we have further repeated our analysis
for two compositions of a 55-atom sized binary Pd–Ni cluster.
Our study in the present work indicates that the bimetallic Pd–
Ni nano-alloys are expected to be the best combination to
develop stable and catalytically active non-Pt nano-alloys.
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